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DIGXST

1. In a negotiated procurement in which the solicitation
provided that the qualifications of key personnel was the
most important of four listed technical evaluation factors
and that the combined weight of technical factors was more
important than cost, the agency's interpretation that key
personnel qualifications would only be evaluated on a >
go/no-go basis, but the remaining three factors evaluated
qualitatively, is not reasonable, inasmuch as the agency's
interpretation, reading the solicitation as a whole, does
not give effect to all of the solicitation provisions.

2, Award was properly made to higher priced, higher rated
offeror where the source selection decision is consistent
within evaluation factors and the agency reasonably
determines that the technical superiority of the higher
priced offer outweighs the price difference.

DICISIOM

Lithos Restoration, Ltd. protests the award of a contract to
Cathedral Stoneworks/Western Waterproofing Co., Inc.,l a
Joint Venture, under request for proposals '(RFP) No. GS-02P-
91-CTC-0053, issued by the General Services""Administration
(GSA) for restoration and conservation of sculptures on the
facade of the Alexander Hamilton Custom House in New York

'In this case, Western Waterproofing Co., Inc, does business
under the name of Brisk Waterproofing Co., Inc.
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City, New York, Lithos protests that GSA failed to evaluate
proposals in accordance with the stated evaluation criteria,

We deny the protest,

The REFP contemplated the award of a 1-yearj fixed-price
contract for the restoratton and.conservation of numerous
sculptures on the facade of the Alexander Hamilton Custom
House? in New York City, New York, The basic solicitation
requirement was for management, supervision, labor, mate-
rial, supplies and related services to perform the required
restoration and conservation services, The REP also con-
tained two options to provide for (1) the removal, transpor-
tation to a.shop, and reinstallation of four statues and (2)
waterproofing.

The RFP contained detailed, comprehensive specifications
governing the performance of the contract work, which did
not seek unique or innovative technical approaches to per-
forming the contract work, Offerors~were~,informed that
proposals would be evaluated and award made as follows:

"a. Thlg1Iovotrment'-willimake an award!to the reapon-
sible offoror whoae proposal- bonforms to- the
solicitati6po and is most advantageous to thei.
(gjovetpnmer;c, costaor price and technical' factors
i ated beilw considered, For this solicitation,

the`^combined weight of the technical evaluation
factors'is more important thanicost or price, As
proposals become more equal in their technical
merit, the evaluated cost or price become more
important. ,

"b. Factor: nu2be'rY .(Qlualificat ion of Key Peraonnel)
will be evaluated on a go, no-gobaais, aTotbe
consideted further in the evaluation process, an
offeror'must demonstrate that it( has a minimum of
five (5) years of experience in categories as
described in Section L, Evaluation, paragraph (a),
"Qualification of Key Personnel." Offerors that
do not meet the minimum requirement will be found
unacceptable.

,)

"c. Technical'ovaluation factors are listed in
descending order of importarce.

(1) Qualifications of Key Personnel
(2) Project Methodology and Plan
!3) Experience and Past Performance
(4) Available Resources

"d. The government will evaluate price for award
purposes by totaling the base bid with each option
price to obtain the total evaluated price."

2The Custom House, iihich was completed in 1907, is a nation-
al historic landmark and the sculptures on the facade of the
building are considered important works of art.
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GSA received five offers, including those of Cathedral and
Lithos, and determined that all five offers were technically
acceptable and within the competitive range, Discussions
were conducted and revised proposals received, After
revised proposals were evaluated, GSA discovered that the
government estimate for the contract work failed to provide
for construction laborers and skilled workmen, GSA amended
its cost estimate, 3 conducted further discussions, anid
received best and final offers (BAFO)

The offerors' BAFOs were evaluated as follows:

Offeror Score Price

Offeror A 963 --
Cathedral 958 $1,696,595
Offetor B 713 --

Lithos 688 870,200
Offeror C 661 --

GSA determined that the offers of Offeror A and Cathedral
were far superior to the offers of Lithos and Offerors B and
C'; The agency also concluded that the offers of Offeror A
and Cathedral were essentially equal but that Cathedral's
offer, which was significantly lower priced than Offeror A's
price, was the most advantageous to the government, Award
was made to Cathedral on December 3, 1991, and this protest
followed on December 13,

As an initial matterjGSA argues that Lithos is not an
interested party toiprotest the award to Cathedral because
the firm did not propo'se the'lowest price5 nor receive the
highest technical rating, and thus would not be in line for
award, eveh if its protest'were sustained jg& 4 CFokI
S 2'1"1(a) (1992). We disagree, If Lithos's protest--that
GSA's technical evaluation was not in accordance with the
stated evaluation criteria--were sustained, the offerors'
technical scores and relative ranking could changekand
result in a different proposal--possibly Lithos's--being
selected as the most advantageous to the government.

3 The government's cost estimate, and GSA's amendment there-
to, were not disclosed totofferors. While the protester
asserts this changing of the cost estimate evidences bad
faith, the record is devoid of any evidence supporting this
contention.

4 Offerors' total evaluated price includes options. Prices
of Offerors A, B, and C have been not been disclosed during
our consideration of the protest.

5 Only Offeror C proposed a lower price than Lithos.
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Accordingly, we find that Lithos would be in line for
award and is an interested party under our Bid Protest
Regulations, See Kinton. Inc., 67 Comp. Gen. 226 (1988),
88-1 CPD ¶ 112,

Lithos first contends that' GSA improperly failed to
qualitatively evaluate the qualifications of the offerors'
proposed key personnel, even though the UP identified the
qualifications of offerors' key personnel as the, most
important technical evaluation factor, GSA admits that it
did not qualitatively evaluate key personnel qualifications
but argues that the' RFP provided that qualifications of key
personnel would be evaluated only on q go/no-go basis and
only the remaining technical evaluation factors would be
qualitatively scored.,

Where a dispute exists as to the meaning of solicitation
language, we will resolve the matter by reading the solici-
thtion as a whole and in a manner that gives effect to all
provisions of the solicitation, S& Honeywell Recelsysteme
Smnii 5-237248, Feb, 2, 1990, 90-1 CPD 1 149, To be
reasonable, an interpretation must be consistent with the
solicitation when read as a whole and in a reasonable
manner. Id..

Applying this standard'here, we find, as described below,
that the only reasonable reading of the award selection
criteria is that qualifications of kdy personnel would first
be evaluated on a go/no-go basis to determine which offerors
would receive further consideration in the agencyts'tech-
nical evaluation. Those offers that satisfied the go/no-go
evaluation requirement would then be qualitatively evaluated
under the stated technical evaluation factors, listed in
descending order of importance, that identified qualifica-
tions of key personnel as the most important evaluation
criterion.

The RFP provided that the "combined weight of the technical
evaluation factors" (emphasis added) was more important than
price and set forth the technical evaluation factors in
descending order of importance, with key personnel

'GSA also contends that Lithosfs'protest--which the agency
characterizes as challenging the, stated"'evaluation scheme--
concerns an apparent solicitation impropriety that Lithos
untimely protested after the closing date for receipt of
proposals. We disagree. As more fully explained below, the
only reasonable interpretation of the RFP language is that
proffered by the protester. Thus, Lithos had no basis to
challenge the solicitation language until it learned of
GSA's unreasonable interpretation and evaluation.
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qualifications identified as the most important factor, By
listing the evaluation factors in descending order of
importarace, the WFP contemplated a comparative technical
evaluation balanced against price to determine the most
advantageous proposal, In performing this cost/technical
tradebff, the total weight of all technical factors (of
which key personnel qualifications was identified as most
important) is more important than price,

Here, G calculated the offerQrs' total technical score by
only point scoring the three lowest rated technical 4
evaluation factors, and comparing that evaluatio;, score
against price in its cost/technical tradeoff and award
selection, Since the key personnel qualifications factor
was not qualitatively evaluated or point scored, it was not
considered in the poft(technical tradeoff and award
selection; in other words, this factor effectiyely had no
evaluation weight, even though it was said to be the most
important technical evaluation factor,, See generally.
Trilicon. Inc., 71 Comp, Gen, 41 (1991), 91-2 CPO 1 375.
That is, it the key personnel qualifications factor was only
to be evaluated on a go/no-go basis, as GSA argues is
provided for by the RFP, then this factor cannot be more
important than the remaining three factors that were numeri-
cally scored and compared to price, In our view, the only
interpretation that gives effect to all the RFP provisions
is that key personnel qualifications would be evaluated both
objectively as a pass/fail mandatory solicitation
requirement and qualitatively as a listed evaluation
criterion,

GSA's failure to evalu`tb offers in acordance& with the,
stated evaluation scheme violated the Competitionsin
Contacting Act "of 1984 (CICA), as implemented by the
Federal'Acqiiisition:Regulation (FAR), which requires that
solicitations include'a statement of evaluation factors
(including price) and their relative importance,'and that
agencies evaluate prop(%sals solely on those factors,
41 U.S.C. §§ 253a(b) (1)(A), 253b(a) (1988); FAR
§§ 15.605(e), 15.608(a) (FAC 90-7); St. Mary's HQoso.J Med.
Center of San Francisco9 CA, 70 Comp. Gen. 578 (1991), 91-1
CPD ¶ 597.

Despite our conclusion that-GSA railed to evaluate proposals
in accordance with the stated evaluation criteria, we do not
find that Lithos was prejudiced by the agency's actions,
Prejudice is an essential element of every viable protest.
51 Comp, Gen, 678 (1972); American Mutual Protectiv Bureau,
Inc., B-229967, Jan. 22, 1988, 88-1 CPD ¶ 65. While the
reasonable possibility of prejudice is a sufficient basis
for sustaining a protest of an agency's clear violation of
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procurement requirements, see Labat-Anderson, Inc.,
B-246071; B-246071.2, Feb. 18, 1992, 71 Comp, Gen, , 92-1
CPD ¶ 193, we will not sustain a protest where no prejudice
is evident from the record, American Mutual Protective
Bureau, Inc., sunra,

Here, the record shows that even if the qualifications of
Lithos'is key personnel were evaluated under the most
important evaluation factor, as contemplated by the REFP, its
proposal would not have improved vis'a-vis Cathedral's
technically superior otfer, In this regard, the record
shows tpat GSA, in addition to its go/no-go evaluation, also
qualitatively evaluated the qualifications of the offerors'
key personnel under the least important "available
resources" factor. Specifically, GSAf in its evaluation of
initial proposals, concluded under the available resources
factor that Cathedral had "proposed a very qualified and
capable team of expern'(9' and that Lithos had also listed
"some impressive team Members." In its evaluation pof
revised proposals, Cathedral's proposal received an even
higher score because the firm offered an "even more
qualified" head conservator. Given that Cathedral's
proposal was rated substantially superior to Lithos's
proposal under the "available resources" factor that
included the qualitative evaluation of key personnel and
that Cathedral was found to be far superior overall, as
reflected by the firm's 275 tech'nical point score advantage,
we can perceive no basis on which to find that Lithoslso
relative technical ranking vis-a-vis Cathedral would have
improved, even if the qualifications of key personnelL--eere
evaluated as the most important factor as required by t.he
RFP, Accordingly, we find no reasonable possibility t'eat
Lithos was prejudiced by GSA's actions,

Lithost also protests that Cathedral failed to propose key
personnel (two supervisory conservators) that satisfied the
RFP minimum qualifications requirements and therefore its
proposal should have been rejected. Cathedral proposed a
total of four individuals as conservators, designating two
of the named conservators as alternates. Both Cathedral and
Lithos initially proposed the same individual--Douglas
Kwart--as one of their supervisory conservators. After
discussions, Cathedral, in its revised proposal, replaced

7Lithos contends that GSAB conducted unequal discussions with
the parties by informing Cathedral that Mr. Kwart's qualifi-
cations were not satisfactory but not so informing Lithos.
The record does not show that GSA ever found Mr. Kwart's
qualifications to be unsatisfactory. Rather, GSA during
discussions had questions concerning Mr. Kwart's experience
with stone, and both Cathedral and Lithos received
discussions in this regard.
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Mr K\¶art as one of the two supervisory conservators
requiz*d by the RFP with a person that had been previously
listed a8s an alternateetand listed Mr. Kwart as an alternate
conservator,' While LPj!hos, which did not have access to
Cathedral's proposal, asserts, without support, that
Cathedral's key personnel do not meet the minimum REP
criteria, from our in camera review of the record, including
Cathedral's revised proposal and GSA's evaluation, we find
that GSA reasonably concluded that Cathedral had proposed
two supervisory conservators that satisfied the RFP require-
ments, Cathedral's mere disagreement with GSA's evaluation
does not demonstrate that the agency's evaluation was unrea-
sonable. S ESCO. Inc., 66 Comp. Gen. 404 (1987), 87-1 CPD
¶ 450.

Lithos also argues that Cathedral, by revising its proposal
to replace Mr. Kwart as one of the two required supervisory
conservators, violated section H of the RFP, "Special
Contract Requirements," which provided that the "contractor
shall utilize6the personnel named and/or otherwise identi-
fied in its TECHNICAL PROPOSAL," and that charges in
personnel could only be for go9d reason and approved by the
agency. This argument is without merit, Offerors are
always entitled to make revisions to their technical
proposals after discussions and requests for revised
proposals, Qjt FAR §§ 15,610(c) (5); 15.611(a), (b), The
solicitation provision, to which Lithos refers, does not
prohibit revisions to technical proposals in response to
requests for revised proposals, but is intended to prevent
the unauthorized substitution of personnel after contract
award.

Lithos argues that GSA improperly evaluated Cathedral's
offer as superior to Lithos under the fourth most important
technical evaluation factor--available resources, As
indicated above, one factor considered bythe evaluators in
rating this factor was the relative quality of the kqy
personnel. In addition, Cathedral proposed a complete
projact management team, a state-of-the-art stone fabrica-
tion plant and studio, and an experienced scaffolding
contractor. On the other hand, Lithos's technical score for
available resources was based upon the agency's determina-
tion that Lithos proposed a less complete project management

'After contract award, Cathedral terminated its relationship
with Mr. Kwart. Lithos contends, without explanation, that~'
this demonstrates bad faith on the part of GSA. The record',
however, does not show that GSA was involved in any way with
Mr. Kwart's discharge, and we fail to see how the discharge
of someone designated as an alternate conservator (which the
RFP did not require) demonstrates bad faith on the part of
the agency.
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team and had failed to provide any description, as required
by the RFP, of its facilities or equipment/tools, From our
review of the record, we find no reason to question the
agency's relative evaluation,

Lithos has disputed a'number of other less significant
aspects of the relative evaluation of its and Cathedral's
proposals} For example, Lithos contends that GSA unteresti-
mated the quality of its experience in the restoration work
of the Columbus Monument in New York City, The redord shows
that Cathedral has a very impressive array of restoration
projects and, from our review, we have no basis to question
GSA's relative rating in this area, (We similarly are not
persuaded that Lithosts other specific complaints about the
technical evaluation do not adversely impact on the
reasonableness of the relative technical evaluation of the
proposals.

Lithos protests that GSA failed to give appropriate
consideration to price in its evaluation of proposals,'
There is no requirement, in/a negotiated procurement, that
award be made on the basis of low cost or price unless the
RFP so specifies, Henry H. Hackett &oSns, B-237181,
Feb. 1, 1990, 90-1CPD ¶ 136, Here, the RFP provided that
technical considerations were more important than price.
The record shows that GSA, in its selection decision,
considered Lithosts and the other offerors' low offered
prices, but reasonably determined that Cathedral's technical
superiority, as represented by its high technical score,
justified its higher price; Award may btS made to a higher-rated, higher-priced offator where the decision is
consistent with the evaluation factors and that agency
reasonably'determines that the technical superiority of the
higher-priced ot'fer outweighs the pricet-difference,
Oklahoma'Aerotroni'cs' Inc.--Recon., B-237705.2, Mar. 28,
1990,..90-1 CPD ¶ 337. Here, while GSA did not evaluate key
personnel in accordance with the RFP methodology, we find
the award selection was otherwise justified, and that Lithos
was not prejudiced by the evaluation deficiency, given
Lithon's significantly lower technical rating and that GSA
actually evaluated the relative qualities of the key
personnel,

'Lithos also objects that GSA failer to determine tthe
reasonableness of Cathedral'S.5caffolding price to perform
the contract and that Cathed:ct'8s scaffolding prices were
substantially higher than that bid by Lithos. However, the
record does not-support Lithos's contention, inasmuch as
Cathedral's scaffolding price is only slightly higher than
Lithos's.
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Lithos also contends that award to Cathedral was improper
because-one of the jointm venture partners (Brisk) also
participated in the procurement as a subcontractor to
Offeror A, Lithos contends that this created an
organizational conflict of interest, We disagree,
Subpart 9.5 of the FAR8 which governs conflicts of interest,
generally requires that contracting officials avoid,
neutralize or mitiyate potential conflicts so as to prevent
unfair Uompetitive advantages or conflicting roles that
could impair a contractor's objectivity, Space Servs, Inc.
Of L.DniSoace Vector Cornu B-237986; B-237986,2, Apr. 16,
1990, 90-1 CPD ¶ 392, These restrictions are intended to
avoid putting a contractor in a position to favor its own
capabilities, ETEK. Inc., 68 Comp,.Gen. 537 (1989), 89-2
CPDs1 29, Lithos does not allege an2. facts that could
arguably give rise tooan organizational conflict of
intbrest, such as access-to ,proprietary information that was
improperly obtained from a Government official or to source
selection information relevant to the contract that (jas not
available to all competitors, See FAR §§ 9,505(b) (2),
9,505-4; Sca.-Tech Sec., B-243741, May 22, 1991, 91-1 CPD
¶ 501,

Lithos finally contends that Brisk improperly provided
Offeror A with a substantially higher price to perform
subcontract work that it bid as a joint venturer with
Cathedral,'0 In essencej Lithos contends that by this-
action Brisk made4 Offeror A's proposal noncompetitive and
made its own low-priced proposal appear reasonable.
Lithos's speculation in this matter is not supported by the
record which shows that the services Brisk offered to
perform as Offeror A's subcontractor were much more
extensive than those Brisk would perform as joint venture
partner,

The protest is denied.

t James F. Hinchman
General Counsel

'0Lithos does not contend that there was any collusion
between Offeror A and Cathedral or Brisk or a violation of
the certificate of independent pricing; and the record shows
that there was not.
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